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Speed humps are designed to take a car from 35 MPH to 15 MPH allowing traffic to flow

End caps

•2.25”H x 36”L x 17.5”W;
•25 Pounds 5 predrilled holes for hardware installation
•Joints to fit into speed hump sections

Tough, recycled tire rubber is resistant to
weather, salt, moisture, UV, oil, and temperature.
Made in the USA. Prompt shipping. Will not warp, chip, or crack.
Easy, one person installation (instructions included). Installation hardware is available.

Speed bumps are designed to take a car from 20 MPH to 5 MPH controlling out of control parking lot speeders
•Made of tough recycled tire rubber with a virgin
rubber overlay
•Optional molded-in stripes of yellow road marking tape let drivers know they
are coming to a Speed Bump!
•Add cat-eye reflectors for night-time visibility
•Conform to surface contour
•Can be cut with utility knife if necessary
•Dual bottom channels for drainage, wire or pipe to 3/4”
•Designed for up to 15 mph
•Removable for surface maintenance.
•12” x 2-5/8” x 6”
•2 holes, 3.25 lbs.
•Male joints to fit into SB channels.
•Available in black

End caps

Lengths

Parking stops add to the general asthetic beuty of your facility & manage parking areas with clear direction on parking
ST-6' 4 holes, 8 stripes, 40 lbs.

Permanent reflective striping - no painting!
Reflective stripes are made of road marking
tape. Bonded stripes are available in yellow,
white, blue or none Ideal for parking lots,
garages, wall protection, and other parking applications.

“IF WE DON’T HAVE IT... IT DOESN’T EXIST”

•14” x ½” rebar spike and washer for asphalt installation.
•4.5” lag (screw, washer, and shield) for concrete installation
of Speed Bumps or Speed Humps.
•Use 10 ounces of adhesive for glue down applications
and so hardware won’t work loose with 4 or more trucks
daily going over Speed Hump, also use for leading edge.
Buy epoxy or adhesive locally (PL Premium Polyurethane
Construction Adhesive works well!)

Hardware
for all 3!
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